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Audio Review
Think Subtilior/Cercle des Fumeux/Songs and Sounds. Santenay (Julla von Landsberg, voice &
organetto; Elodie Wiemer, recorder; Szilárd Chereji, vielle; Orí Harmelin, lute). Ricercare
RIC386 (2014)—51 minutes.
This evocative concept album presents music of the French ars sutbilior, focusing on the music
associated with the poet Eustache Deschamps and his Parisian “Cercle des Fumeux,” a group of
young, eccentrics who explored metaphysical and mystical ideas. The various states of smoke
and its curious nature form the backbone of the recording’s shape, with interstitial, original
music created by members of the ensemble that evoke its various forms and associations: haze,
ephemeral, emanation, exhalation, perfume.
Santenay is a quartet with a deep and penetrating approach to late medieval repertoire, and
their musicianship and stylistic interpretation are masterful. The way they shape the gestures and
phrases of this music is consistently ravishing, and their interpretations are carefully wrought.
The group’s subtle use of ornamentation and improvisation is clearly borne of a deep
understanding of the repertoire, and each of their individual additions feels natural and
spontaneous, despite the incredibly tight construction of the works themselves.
Ars sutbilior song is hardly a freakish cul-de-sac; it grew naturally out of the Ars Nova
chanson, which itself has antecedents in the lyric traditions of troubadour and trouvère song. This
music requires a singer with the virtuosity and musicianship to balance the sensuality of courtly
sentiment with the intellectual complexity of elaborate chamber music. It is, above all, a vocal
repertory, though clearly instruments are part of the mixture in this recording, and I firmly
believe despite the English mania for all-vocal performance, it was also clearly the case in the
fourteenth century. Julla von Landsberg’s voice is a perfectly balanced chiaroscuro, and her
singing displays plenty of dynamic range and color. Her breath control is stunning, and her
ability to recede into an instrumental texture is particularly fine. She uses portamento and an
occasional vibrato judiciously to great effect, and she makes highly effective decisions about text
underlay, which is somewhat haphazard in several of the original manuscripts.
A perfect demonstration of Santenay’s brilliant musicianship is heard in the slow, sinewy
treatment of Solage’s ballade “Le Basile de sa propre nature.” The drama and danger of the
emblematic basilisk inspires a certain tension in their balancing of the harmonies and the pull of
each line towards each temporary point of closure. Julla Von Landsberg’s skillful singing and
organetto playing can be heard here as well as on “Fumeux fume parfumee,” when her voice
sometimes trails off gracefully as her organetto suddenly surges forward to perform instrumental
tags. Vielle and soprano are beautifully pared throughout the cantus melody of Hasprois’
“Puisque je suis fumeux,” surrounding the voice with a hazy aura that coalesces into an
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alchemical substance that is more than a simple reinforcement. At one point, von Landsberg’s
voice slowly recedes behind Szilárd Chereji’s vielle and the two musicians’ spatial position
seems to exchange place; their sonic Pas de deux of these two musicians on a single line reminds
this reviewer of similar games played by Miles Davis and Wayne Shorter on “Nefirtiti.”
In this recording, the thorny metrical/rhythmic aspects of the repertory are handled smoothly
and gracefully, and pitch issues instead generate some of the most striking moments. The quartet
delights in the rhetorical impact of musica ficta, demonstrating a clear understanding of both the
demands of treatises and the expressive opportunities of the tenor/cantus framework. Listen, for
instance, to their use of chromatic inflections at the end of the A section of “Fumeux fume”
(1:49), or the cadential inflection just before the final phrase of the rondeau, which is uninflected
in the middle verse, but cadentially inflected in the end. Such choices take these decisions out of
the hands of editors or theorists and place them directly into the realm of performance, where
they truly belong. Thus, a single musical event can have different meanings and interpretations
depending on its position in the flow of a recursive form like the rondeau.1
Both instrumental arrangements of medieval chansons create effective foils for the vocallydriven performances. Orí Harmelin’s intabulation of Solage’s “Fumeux Fume par fumee” is
lovely, though it should be mentioned that there are no surviving intabulations of this particular
kind in the literature. This matters little today in a modern performance, and fits into a recent
trend based on the extrapolation backwards from later lute music. Such a performance is also one
way to demonstrate that such experimental works require some sort of reckoning with the more
equal temperament that fretted instruments naturally gravitate toward.2 By contrast, the group
intabulation of Matteo de Perugia’s “Pres du Soleil” is an ornamented version in three parts,
heard here as a dialogue between the ornithology of the cantus line (recorder) and the elegant
ornamentation in the contratenor (lute); the influence of the ornamentation in the Faenza Codex
and the later Buxheim Organ Book can be heard here to great effect as performed by Elodie
Wiemer and Harmelin.
The conceptual frame of this recording is reminiscent of a concept album from the
progressive rock era (think Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon, or even Radiohead’s more
recent Amnesiac). The interstitial soundscapes created by the musicians often include electronic
sounds and minimalist-inspired gestures culled from the medieval works they precede.
As a performance, these additions work well to create a seamless series of transitions. But
they occasionally distract me from the consistently ravishing sound world of the medieval
repertoire they adorn. The notes mention minimalism as an appellation for this repertoire, but in
my long experience with it I have never personally felt this connection. Occasionally, these
1. A similar approach to the form of medieval musical form occurs in the application of game theory to late
medieval musical forms in the fourth chapter of Elizabeth Randell Upton’s Music and Performance in the Later
Middle Ages (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013).
2. On this point I vigorously disagree with the current fashion for mean-tone fretting of lutes and viols over
equal frets in later music, given that both are documented in the surviving record and insufficient evidence exists to
definitively conclude the issue. More to the point for this repertoire, the Berkeley Manuscript, written in Paris at this
time (dated to ca. 1375) contains a clear demonstration of what we now call enharmonic equivalence. See Oliver B.
Ellsworth (ed.), The Berkeley Manuscript/University of California Music Library, Ms. 744 (Olim Phillipps 4450),
Greek and Latin Music Theory (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984).
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transitions burst over the boundary into the medieval repertoire in interventionist ways that other
listeners may find agreeable, as when the pulsating of exhalation becomes a wobbling ornament
in “Fumeux Fume par fumee,” or more strikingly when the sunlight from the penultimate track,
“Perfume,” intrudes into the beginning of Johannes Ciconia’s mensural canon, “Le ray au soleil.”
This moment blurs the distinction between the two worlds, but as intriguing as such events are
sonically, the ensemble’s achievement in the medieval repertory stands impressively on its own.
The recording is beautifully produced, with brief but evocative notes.
Mark Rimple
West Chester University <MRimple@wcupa.edu>

